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intellectual standard
for spiritual life

FR. RICHARD BUTLER, O.P.

Santayana at Harvard
The Early Development of a Philosopher's Vocation
In the fall of 1882. George Santayana began his college career at Harvard. His first room iiI the Yard was in Hollis and was 0Ile of the
cheapest (forty-four dollars a year) to be had in Cambridge: it had no
separate bedroom, no running water, no central heating. But its eremitical austerity provided an atmosphere of detached 'meditation conducive to the vocation of a solitary observer. He liked his room as a
place of sanctuary and retreat. He liked the quiet peace and Colonial
beauty of the campus. He liked the scholarly stimulation of the classrooms, the light extracurricular banter of unrepressed and uninhibited
undergraduates, the academic camaraderie of intent professors and
eager students, the tense sense of anticipating discovery in the adventure
of learning, the growing realization of a dedicated vocation, of a goal
and a direction. But first must come the dark night of the soul, with
its disturbing dream of fallen idols and familiar paths evaporating in
the mist of the past. Thus began a period of contentment mixed with
concern, a period of exploration and discovery that tenninated in
decision and direction.
You can see him beginning a mid-term day in his room at Hollis, a
solid and monotonously symmetrical red-bricl building. He occupies
a corner room, low-studded and lined with white-framed windows. A
George Santayana, philosopher and poet, Harvard professor, and author of
some. thirty volumes, died in Rome in his eighty-ninth year in September,
1952. His intimate friend was a young Dominican priest, Fr. Richard Butler,
who was then studying for his doctorate in philosophy at the Angelicum University in Rome. Father Butler is now director of the Aquinas Newman
Center at the University of New Mexico. The article presented here is from
his book, which is being released this spring, The Life and W orId of George
Santayana, by permission of Henry Regnery Co., Chicago, w~o also published his critical study, The Mind of Santayana.
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chimney stack projects into the room, and on each side of it are partitioned closets. H!s bed is a sofa, adequate in length for his short
statur~ but he is cramped from the confinement of its narrow width.
He gets up, stokes the coals he has banked overnight in the stove, and
goes to the washstand, a small pan and pitcher on a commode in one
of the closets. From the other closet he takes his clothes off the pegs
and dresses. His apparel is simple, for his budget allows only a dollar a
day for clothes-and books, fares, amusements, and pocket money. He
leaves his bedding to be aired and put away by the hall maid, called by
his contemporaries a "goody."
Then out across the Yard, against the gusts of cold wind that sweepacross the Charles, to Memorial Hall for breakfast. He eats slowly,
almost ceremoniously, his bearing and movements belying his youth.
He nods benignly to those who share his table; with uncertain feeling
they acknowledge his recognition and return to their conversation. He
is content to be alone and quiet while dining, a habit of preference
that will endure throughout his life. Silence at table was the custom at
home, where the occupation of eating provided a welcome-excuse to
the divided family for its habitual lack of social intercourse. He is reluctant to leave the cozy pleasures of warmth and food and gracious
aloofness for the blustering wind of the Yard and the boring business
of the classroom.
Freshman courses are prescribed, and apparently directed towards
technical proficiency and mental exercise rather than speculative penetration and intellectual depth. It is skeletal knowledge, bony without
flesh, abstractively-static and lacking the throb of dynamic vitality. The
core of the prescribed courses is algebra, analytical geometry, and
physics. Only physics, and then as a foundation for further metaphysical speculation, provided any interest. He flunked the algebra
course and had to repeat it the following year. But the classroom, with
its atmosphere of serious study, was sufficient compensation. The professor lectured formally at a rostrum and the students sat on separate
chairs behind a common, continuous desk, an arrangement convenient
for copying during exams and for communication during dull periods.
Most of the subject matter imposed is dull to this imaginative freshman, who is inattentive and deliberately distracted by his own reveries.
He realizes that, for the most part, educa~on is self-education. The end
of the class day is for him the beginning of study, preferred rather than
prescribed. He goes to the library, where it is quiet and uncrowded and
thousands of books beckon his intellectual curiosity. Here in an alcove
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of stacks of philosophical books and foreign periodicals he can browse
or sit alone at the small table by the window. Ht1 has his own texts and
notebooks and works on the required lessons.' With the necessary tasks
accomplished, he has time to wander among the stacks and choose his
reading. A critical French periodical, La Revue des Deux Mondes, is a
favorite selection.
At last he returns to his room, sloshing across the melted snow of
the Yard in his heavy arctics, past the bare, stately elms and the frozen
pump at the door of Hollis. There are chores to be done before the
cover of darkness closes: water and coal up from the cellar, a fire kindled, the oil lamp filled, a kettle on the stove. Then the daily habits of
personal cleanliness: shoes polished, clothes brushed, an invigorating
sponge bath which is the best he'can do until he returns home on the
weekend.
The single table in the room, which serves many uses, is now a desk.
He reads from the book he has taken from the library, occasionally
jotting down notes. Now and then he pauses to construct a few lines of
his own composition. He senses the satisfaction of creative production
as he carefully impresses the chosen words that express his thodght. He
prefers this art of literary composition to the pictorial sketches he sometimes draws. Pictures only -reproduce images that are singular, concrete,
appearing and appealing to the senses alone. Words can also express
ideas that are universal and freed from material restrictions; they can
penetrate and please the mind.
The flickering light tires his eyes and prevents prolonged attention.
The boiling kettle hissing on the stove distracts him and stirs a feeling
of disappointment. There will be no visitors tonight to share the words
read or composed. He decides not to take his tea alone. The kettle is
removed, the coals banked for the night, the sofa prepared. He gazes
momentarily at the crucifix on the wall above the sofa, Susana's contribution to the scholar's cell. The movement of light and shadow seems
to confer a writhing vitality t.o the suspended, outstretched body. He
shudders and turns away, but he does not pray. He extinguishes the
wick of the lamp and goes to bed.
This routine belongs to age and retirement; it is incongruous for a
boy beginning college life. Yet he is content and this solitary schedule
might have continued indefinitely, with little alteration, had it not
been for the interruption of a decisive event. One day a note is slipped
under his door, an invitation to come to a senior's room in Holworthy.
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Natural curiosity overcomes acquired social reluctance. Besides, an
invitation extended by a superior is always accepted as a summons.
With some apprehension he appears before two upperclassmen who
profess an interest in Spanish culture. Their interrogation becomes
personal, inquiring into their subject's interests and abilities, and the
interview concludes with a recommendation that he offer his artistic
talent to the student publication, The Lampoon.
. He prefers writing to tlrawing but, flattered by the proposal, he submits the sketch of a suggested cartoon. Surprised and delighted by the
acknowledgement of his talent, he is elected a freshman member of
the publication's board. Social participation and requested contribution
are new experiences, affording the satisfaction of recognition and
an opportunity for association with kindred aesthetic souls.
Two other freshmen, Felton and -Sanborn, share the electoral honor
and they invite him to share their table and conversation as well. The
accustomed routine is altered and the solitary prandial ritual is forsaken, but there are compensations. His new companions are witty and
sympathetic, and Sanborn displays a genuine intellectual acumen that
appeals to him. He retains his friendship with Sanborn through undergraduate years and after. With youthful enthusiasm and optimism they
are absorbed in the fascination of the present, unaware of the fate of
the future: Sanborn, a dissipated journalist reaching the nadir of despair, slumped in a bathtub after cutting his own throat with a razor
and buried in Concord near the tomb of the family god, Emerson;
Santayana, the celebrated philosopher of idealistic naturalism, stirring
from the final coma to mutter "desperation."
In his sophomore year he enjoyed the advantages of President Eliot's
newly adopted elective system. He chose a concentration on philosophy,
with historical studies to provide background and courses in Latin and
Greek as. keys to the classical cultures. His would be a most liberal and
humane education, befitting a free spirit without specific vocational
commitments.
The promiftent professors of philosophy at Harvard during Santayana's student days were William JameS and Josiah Royce. The
latter was a die-hard idealist, still propounding the intricacies of a
German-bred dialectic that had fascinated the romanticists of the nineteenth century. The play of dialectic was pleasing to the nimble mind
of the budding philosopher; but the enshrinement of an Absolute, even
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in thought1 repelled him. He liked to play with ideas1 but only for
intellectual exercise and not for commitment.
The vigorous ~mpirical approach of James1like a medical dissection1
showed more respect for physical facts 1yet left the liberal mind free to
roam into umestricted paths of limitless possibilities. Under James1he
studied Taine1 Locke1 BerkeleY1 Hume1 and Spencer1 and later sat in
on a seminar in which the apostle of pragmatism read the manuscript
of his Principles of Psychology. Through Royce he was introduced to
the kindred life and thought of Spinoza. The naturalism of Spencer he
had found crude and confining. Spinoza's naturalism was refined and .
liberating and laid the foundation of Santayana's own philosophy.
Under the older and more conservative professors, Bowen and Palmer,
he encountered Descartes, Leibnitz1Mil11Hobbes, and Mandeville.
This eclectic study of modem philosophers produced a hodge-podge
of conflicting theories of nature which nevertheless converged in a
strong persuasion of naturalism "and nominalism. Nature was the selfsufficient matrix of all her creatures1 and the observing mind merely
names the objects encountered in her realm with appropriate symbols
for communication. This conception of man and the universe is paramount in the philosophical background of George Santayana and provides the touchstone of his own system of thought that he elaborated
in later life.
\
Naturalism, by definition, excludes the supernatural, consequently a
personal God and real religion. Nominalism, essentially denYing the
mind's natural ability to reach reality, leads to subjective idealism and
ultimate scepticism. The seeds of these logical developments are present
now, as speculative theories coincide with personal inclinations; the
professional fruition comes later.
His social and extra-curricular activities began with his work on The
Lampoon. Besides sharing table talk with his classmates on the publication board, he collaborated with them in their rooms. In particular,
Felton's room, NO.1 Thayer, became an unofficial office for their composition of material. Santayana continued to draw cartoons only, not
even writing captions for his sketches, because ~is English was not
sufficiel1tly colloquial and his sense of humor inept in the art of ridicule.
During his upperclass years, The Lampoon acquired an affiuent and
efficient business manager. Son of a millionaire senator, this pudgy
student strutted about smoking long cigars and showed amazing ability
in procuring advertisements. He even provided a new carpeted and
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furnished office for the staff and stacked the exchange publications rack
with racy French magazines. Santayana and his clique found the brash
newcomer impudent and offensive; his name was William Randolph
Hearst.
As for other campus activities, the sensitive young philosophy student's preferences were aesthetic rather than physical. He had no taste
for athletics and did not even participate as a spectator. Theatrical
productions interested him and he joined the Institute as a playermember. As a sophomore he played the leading lady in the Institute
Theatricals of 1884 and in his senior year he was a member of the ballet
in the Hasty Pudding play. Literary groups also attracted him: the
OK., which sponsored dinners followed by readings, and the Harvard
Monthly, which gave him his first opportunity for literary expression.
8ccasionally now there were visitors .in Santayana's room, usually
fellow-aestheres who came to share his literary appreciation and his tea.
A few lasting friendships were formed.
There was Charles Loeser, whose wealth permitted a private art collection and a personal library. He suffered the social ostracism expected
of a commercial Jew among Boston Brahmins; his father owned a vast
dry-goods store in Brooklyn. Young Loeser found compensation in
academic accomplishment, art appreciation, and seclusion. He found a
kindred soul in Santayana. They shared their interests together and
Loeser shared his finances, providing opportunities to expand their
mutual interests: concerts and operas during student days, and afterwards an extensive tour of Italy. The friendship continued in later
years when both were expatriates habituating the cultural centers of
Europe.
Ward Thoron, who contributed to the character of Mario in The
Last Puritan, was a young Catholic who had attended Fordham before
entering Harvard as a sophomore at the age of seventeen. His scholastic
advance had been too rapid; he needed the tutc.ing assistance which
Santayana provided. They shared nothing aut some cooperative study
and occasional afternoon walks; yet, on Santayana's part, the impression
of affinity was deep and lasting. Other college companions, whose
names were badges of propriety in that period and place, were Herbert
Lyman, Frank Bullard, and Boylston Beal.
Despite his selected extracurricular activities and the social contacts
they engendered, Santayana retained his preference for solitude and
promoted opportunities for its indulgence. The "library alcove was still
the preferred place, reading and writing the most pleasing pursuits.
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held its fascination; so did artistic expression. He cultivated
the interior life; externalities did not attract him, usually repelled him,
and sometimes assaulted him. The world outside was bitter, "ashes in
the mouth" as he later described it; the world inside was sweet and
could be sugared to one's own taste.L
Even his family ties had weakened, not by intent but by circumstances and events. He came home only on weekends, riding the horsedrawn car to Roxbury. It was a dutiful response to a natural obligation,
without pleasure and beyond pain. He had suffered a divided family in
childhood and early youth; now he tolerated the unalterable fact with, out feeling its effects. He used to think they were divided among themselves; now he realized his own alienation.
This modest clapboard cottage in Roxbury did not harmonize with
the affluent brownstone mansions of the families of his college friends
in town. His mother's dour face under a dustcap and her sullen silence
contrasted unfavorably with the accustomedVlSion of stylish and graceful matrons charming him with their gay and witty chatter. Association
with the Puritan tradition and its later Unitarian representatives, persons possessing the approved combination of acceptable qualitieswhite, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant-dimmed the glamor of Old World
culture. Their cultural deficiencies appalled him, but he admired their
natural virtue, refinement of manners, love of learning, and fastidious
physical habits. Their mode of life was reasonable, even though sterile
\
of imaginative expression.
His own religious life had undergone no .drastic transformation.
Apostasy means the rejection of a conviction once held; he had never
experienced any religious convictions. His interest in religion had always been superficial, an aesthetic appreciation of a beautiful expression of the human spirit rather than an intellectual judgment on the
realities it professed to express. Like an art critic viewing an historical
drama, he could be an appreciative spectator evaluating the artistic
merits of the production, without immersing himself in the drama by
playing a part on stage or disputing its factual contents by mingling
with a contentious crowd in the lobby. By vocation, gradually realized,
he was a solitary observer of life, and religion was an essential part of
life's drama.
He had been baptized in infancy, without an exercise of choice. By
mature choice, he had never progressed further in the sacramental
practice' of faith. Following her diligent catechetical instructions in
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Catholic doctrine, S1,1sana, his half-sister, had urged him to make his
first confession and receive his first Holy Communion. He steadfastly
resisted this assault on his self-sufficiency as an intrusion of alien forces
demanding submission, a capitulation suicidal to a free spirit. Original
sin was a matter of historical fact, based on a divine revelation, which
one could choose to ignore on the grounds of insufficient evidence.
Actual sin was an encountered fact, based on immediate personal experience. It could notDe ignored, but it could be accepted as a natural
event, with natural consequences that provided immediate pain as real
to the sufferer as any future hell.
There had always been, and would conti!JllC to be, a sentimental
attachment, what the Spaniard calls afici6n, for the Catholic expression
of religious faith. It was so utterly human, with its abundant use of
symbolism, to express physically the sublime aspirations of the human
spirit. The Protestant tradition, it seemed to him, failed in this respect,
distorting huIIian nature by neglecting the necessary physical expression
of spiritual and moral values. The emphasis on individualism, moreover,
is destructive of collective effort and communion; it reduces the doctrinal content and moral action of religious faith to the level of personal
values and private interests.
During undergraduate college years he continued to attend Mass,
usually accompanying Susana to the collegiate church of the Jesuits at
Boston College. Here he could indulge his fancy in the rich ritual of the
Mass. Moreover, he was assured of a provocative sermon, logical in
content and articulate in expression. And an ambitious choir attempted
the most difficult compositions, at least succeeding in transporting the
listener to a more sublime atmosphere.
But that was the core of his objection to religion. It was not of this
world. It was metaphysical, in the sense a disdainful empiricist gives
to the word. Religion, while purporting to render an accurate account
of the physiCal world, was itself non-physical, a purely moral transcript
of the life of the spirit, founded, it seemed to him, on human aspirations
and humanly elaborated by logical patterns of dialectic. Had not the
rationalism of the century of his youth dispelled forever the hope of a
supernatural founded on fact? Historical criticism had destroyed traditional assumptions. Empirical emphasis on the physical facts of nature had relegated dialectical speculati~n to the ethereal regions of mere
mental gymnastics.
Perhaps most convincing was the existential argument from personal
experience. The world outside seemed to have no relation whatsoever
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to the lofty sentiments of prophets and preachers. What happiness had
he ever achieved from all of his encounters with reality? There was no
evidence here of divine imprints of order and harmony, only the chaos
of brutal forces beating their ways in divergent directions and the
cacophony of selfish interests clamoring for satisfaction. Happiness
defies definition, but if it refers to the perfect and permanent satisfaction of personal needs, then his own experience was that only imaginary
pursuits provided any satisfaction whatsoever. As he expressed it axiomatically later on, "the real was rotten and only the imaginary at all
interesting."
The time had come to take a stand, at least for the sake of personal
peace. Religious sentiment cannot be eradicated, nor should it be; let
it find expression in poetry where it belongs. But in the realms of reality
and truth, religious claims to fact must be forfeited. Even if such preposterous claims were true, life would hardly be worth living within
their demands on the spirit. And if false, there is only disillusion, which
can be suffered if some other source of compensation is available. The
dim light and tepid warmth of his religious faith can be extinguished,
if there is a promise of peace in the darker and cooler recesses of ideal
intuitions.
Here, then, is t!Ie vocation sought: the discovery of an interior source
of personal satisfaction-not morally, because that is simply a matter ,of
acting in conformity with one's own nature-but ideally, as an intellectual standard for the spiritua1life. For it is this fruitful internal source
of contentment that must be cultivated; external circumstances can be
used in its service.

* * * * *
At this decisive point, George Santayana graduated from Harvard
University, summa cum laude, class of 1886. He was to share the
Walker Fellowship for graduate study with a classmate, Charles Augustus Strong, who was to be a close friend for half a century. Even
before the graduation ceremonies he left for Europe-Avila again and
sightseeing in France during the summer, graduate studies in philosophy in the fall at the University of Berlin. Thus the vocation of a
philosophical poet began.
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